Jewish, Islamic, and Middle Eastern Studies

Phone: 314-935-8567  
Email: jimes@wustl.edu  
Website: http://jimes.wustl.edu

Faculty

Chair

Kit Wellman (https://philosophy.wustl.edu/people/kit-wellman/)  
Interim Director of Graduate Studies  
Professor of Philosophy  
PhD, University of Arizona

Endowed Professor

Jonathan Judaken (https://history.wustl.edu/people/jonathan-judaken/)  
Gloria M. Goldstein Professor of Jewish History and Thought  
PhD, University of California-Irvine

Professors

Pamela Barmash (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/pamela-barmash/)  
Director of Undergraduate Studies  
Professor of Hebrew Bible and Biblical Hebrew  
PhD, Harvard University

Nancy E. Berg (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/nancy-e-berg/)  
Professor of Hebrew Language and Literature  
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Martin Jacobs (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/martin-jacobs/)  
Professor of Rabbinic Studies  
PhD and Habilitation, Free University of Berlin

Erin McGlothlin (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/erin-mcglothlin-0/)  
Vice Dean of Undergraduate Affairs in Arts & Sciences  
Professor of German and Jewish Studies  
PhD, University of Virginia

Associate Professors

Nancy Reynolds (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/nancy-reynolds/)  
Associate Professor of History and of Jewish, Islamic, and Middle Eastern Studies  
PhD, Stanford University

Anika Walke (https://history.wustl.edu/people/anika-walke/)  
Associate Professor of History  
PhD, University of California

Hayrettin Yücesoy (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/hayrettin-yucesoy/)  
Associate Professor of Arabic and Islamic Studies  
PhD, University of Chicago

Assistant Professor

Mona Kareem (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/mona-kareem/)  
Assistant Professor of Jewish, Islamic, and Middle Eastern Studies  
PhD, State University of New York at Binghamton

Teaching Professor

Younasse Tarbouni (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/younasse-tarbouni/)  
Teaching Professor in Arabic  
PhD, L’École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales (EHESS)

Senior Lecturer

Housni Bennis (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/housni-bennis/)  
Senior Lecturer in Arabic Language  
MA, Washington University in St. Louis

Lecturers

Meera Jain (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/meera-jain/)  
Lecturer of Hindi Languages and Cultures  
MArch, University of Texas at Austin

Sara Jay (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/sara-jay/)  
Lecturer in Jewish, Islamic, and Middle Eastern Studies  
PhD, Washington University in St. Louis

Toqeer Shah (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/toqeer-shah/)  
Lecturer of Urdu  
MSC, University of Peshawar

Eyal Tamir (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/eyal-tamir/)  
Lecturer of Hebrew  
PhD, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Madhavi Verma (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/madhavi-verma/)  
Lecturer in Hindi Languages and Cultures  
MA, Patna University

David H. Warren (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/david-h-warren/)  
PhD, University of Manchester

Noa Weinberg (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/noa-weinberg/)  
Lecturer of Hebrew  
MA, Tel Aviv University
Postdoctoral Research Associate
Ayala Hendin (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/ayala-hendin/)
PhD, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev

Endowed Professor — Affiliated
John R. Bowen (https://anthropology.wustl.edu/people/john-bowen/)
Dunbar-Van Cleve Professor in Arts & Sciences
PhD, University of Chicago

Professors — Affiliated
Lois Beck (https://anthropology.wustl.edu/people/lois-beck/)
Professor of Sociocultural Anthropology
PhD, University of Chicago

Michael Frachetti (https://anthropology.wustl.edu/people/michael-frachetti/)
Professor of Anthropology
PhD, University of Pennsylvania

Tabea Alexa Linhard (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/tabea-alexa-linhard/)
Professor of Spanish and Comparative Literature
PhD, Duke University

Associate Professor — Affiliated
Seth Graebner (https://rll.wustl.edu/people/seth-graebner/)
Associate Professor of French and Global Studies
PhD, Harvard University

Professors Emeriti
Robert Canfield (https://anthropology.wustl.edu/people/robert-canfield/)
PhD, University of Michigan

Hillel J. Kieval (https://jimes.wustl.edu/people/hillel-j-kieval/)
PhD, Harvard University

Joseph Schraiibman
PhD, University of Illinois